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I. STANDING OF PETITIONER

As this proceeding involves a land use decision under ORS

197.015(10)(A), ORS 197.830(2) establishes the requirements for standing to

bring a LUBA appeal. Petitioner must have (a) filed a timely notice of intent to

appeal under ORS 197.830(1), and (b) appeared below. The final order on the

proceedings was issued on October 5, 2015, and Petitioner's Notice of Intent to

Appeal was filed on October 23, 2015, less than 21 days after the final decision.

In addition, Petitioner participated in the proceedings both orally and in writing.

Rec II p 146 - 162' and elsewhere. Thus, Petitioner has standing.

II. STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A. Nature of the Land Use Decision and Relief Sought.

The challenged decision is the City of Eugene's (the "City") final

decision approving the application of Oakleigh Meadows Co-Housing

("Meadows" or "Applicant") for a Planned Unit Development ("PUD").

Petitioner Simon Trautman ("Trautman") requests that LUBA find that the City

erred in approving the PUD and the decision should be reversed or remanded.

B. Summary of the Arguments.

EC 9.8320(5) requires the Applicant to provide "safe and adequate

transportation systems" for its proposed PUD. One component of the

' As discussed elsewhere in this brief, this appeal involves a case that was
previously remanded by the Court of Appeals, so there are essentially two
records in this matter. References to the original record, which was remanded
in Oakleigh-McClure Neighbors v. City of Eugene, 269 Or App 176 (2015), will
be to "Rec I." References to the record on remand will be to "Rec II."
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transportation systems' compliance with EC 9.8320(5) is compliance with

subsection (a), requiring the applicant to meet the standards in EC 9.6875,

which sets the "standards for streets, alleys and other public ways." EC Table

9.6870 sets the minimum right-of-way for Oakleigh Lane, a "low volume

residential" street, at 45 feet. The City's decision acknowledges that this

requirement is applicable at least to that portion of the adjacent street, Oakleigh

Lane, and uses that standard to require a dedication of one-half of the required

street width, or 22.5 feet. In fact, the only evidence in the record regarding the

portion of roadway to be dedicated specifically notes that the access will not be

safe unless the right-of-way width is at least 45 feet.

The difficulty is that the existing Oakleigh Lane right of way adjacent to

the proposed PUD is 20 feet. Condition of approval 3 to the initial approval

requires the applicant to dedicate an additional 22.5 feet, resulting in a right of

way of 42.5 feet, which is less than the minimum right of way. Rec II 83.

Because the ultimate right of way will not meet the minimum standard in EC

9.6870, as required by EC 9.8320(5)(a), the City's decision must be remanded.

Similarly, EC 9.8320(6) requires the City to ensure that the PUD is not a

"risk to public health or safety including ... an impediment to emergency

response." Oakleigh Lane is severely constrained; consisting of a 20-foot wide

right-of-way with approximately 19-foot wide paving, with 5-6 feet of that

paving outside of the right-of-way. As demonstrated by the conditions of the

roadway, as well as the City's street standards and standards from the Oregon

Fire Code, the current condition of Oakleigh Lane constitutes an impediment to
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1 emergency response and requires LUBA to remand the City's decision.

2 C. Summary of Material Facts.

3 This application for a PUD was initially approved by the City in 2013. It

4 was appealed to LUBA and LUBA remanded the decision in 2014. Oakleigh-

5 McClure Neighbors v. City of Eugene, Or CUBA (CUBA No. 2014-

6 001, August 21, 2014) ("Oakleigh 1"). Petitioners appealed LUBA's decision

7 to the Court of Appeals, which reversed and remanded LUBA's decision.

8 Oakleigh-McClure Neighbors v. City of Eugene, 269 Or App 176 (2015)

9 ("Oakleigh II"). LUBA's description of the facts in Oakleigh I is sufficient for a

10 basic understanding of the facts underlying this appeal:

11 "Meadows applied for tentative planned unit development (PUD)
approval fora 29-unit residential development on 2.3 acres of land12 zoned low density residential (R-1). The only access to the subject

13 property is via Oakleigh Lane, an east/west street that runs from its
western intersection with River Road approximately 850 feet to the

14 subject property. The subject property is located adjacent and to the
south of Oakleigh Lane, and is adjacent to a city park on the east,

15 and single family dwellings and vacant land zoned residential on its
north, west, and south. Oakleigh Lane terminates at approximately16 
the mid-point of the northern boundary of the subject property.

1 ~ Existing Oakleigh Lane has a 19-foot wide unstriped, paved surface
and lacks curbs and gutters, storm drainage, and sidewalks.

18
"The PUD proposes seven buildings containing between two and

19 five one- and two-story dwellings, for a total of 28 dwellings, and a
two-story common building that also contains bedrooms and a

20 kitchen, located in the center of the seven residential dwelling

21 
buildings. Buildings 1 and 2 are proposed to be located along the
northern property boundary, and Building 1 is adjacent to Oakleigh

22 Lane, while Building 2 is adjacent to a future proposed hammerhead
turnaround at the end of Oakleigh Lane. The PUD proposes to locate

23 on-site parking (garages and carports) and trash facilities along the
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1 western property boundary, and to screen those parking and trash
facilities and the buildings containing dwellings that are located in

2 the western and southern portions of the property with an 8-foot-tall
3 concrete wall bordered by espaliered trees. Record 1036. A garden

area is proposed for the southeastern boundary of the property.

4 "As we discuss in more detail later in this opinion, the city required
5 Meadows to dedicate a 22.5 foot strip of land for right of way

purposes along Oakleigh Lane, and a 13 foot strip of land from the
6 point at which Oakleigh Lane terminates on the property boundary

to the eastern property boundary, to accommodate (1) a future
~ hammerhead turnaround to connect to the adjoining property to the
$ north, in the event it further develops, and (2) a bike and pedestrian

path to connect to the adjacent park to the east of the property.
g However, the city approved a temporary emergency hammerhead

turnaround that is located entirely on the western portion of the
10 subject property until the property to the north of the subject

property is developed and the hammerhead turnaround can be built.
11

"The hearings officer held a hearing on the application
12 and approved it with conditions. Petitioners and others

13 appealed the hearings officer's decision to the planning
commission, and the planning commission affirmed

14 the hearings officer's decision. This appeal followed."
Or LUBA p (slip op pp 7 — 9). Also at Rec II 597-

15 599.

16 In its initial decision, LUBA denied the Motion to Intervene filed by

17 Trautman, but otherwise affirmed the City's decision, except it remanded the

18 City's decision on the screening on the PUD's eastern boundary:

19 "[W]e agree with Neighbors that the planning commission's
20 conclusion that open space along the eastern boundary provides

'adequate screening from' the adjacent park fails to give meaning to

21 the word 'screening,' where it does not require the PUD to be
visually shielded or obscured from the adjacent park through any of

22 the means specified in the definition. The planning commission
appears to have relied on its conclusion that the proposed PUD is

23 'reasonably compatible and harmonious with' the adjacent park
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under EC 9.8320(13)(2009) to conclude that no screening of the
proposed PUD from the park is required. However, as Neighbors
point out, EC 9.8320(3) is concerned with screening the proposed
PUD from adjacent lands; it is not concerned with the views the
PUD will have of adjacent lands. While open space along the eastern
boundary may be compatible and harmonious with the adjacent
park, open space does not screen the PUD from view from the park.
Accordingly, a portion of Neighbors' second and third assignments
of error are sustained." Or LUBA p (slip op p 22). Also at
Rec II 612.

In particular, LUBA denied Petitioners' arguments regarding several

mandatory approval criteria, including: EC 9.8320(5),2 requiring any proposed

PUD to provide "safe and adequate transportation systems" EC 9.8320(6),3

requiring any proposed PUD to provide "safe and adequate transportation

systems." LUBA also denied Petitioners argument that the City's requirement

for dedication of a 221/2-foot right-of-way easement was insufficient.

EC 9.8320(5) provides as follows:

"(5) The PUD provides safe and adequate transportation systems
throu h compliance with the following:

"~a) EC 9.6800 through EC 9.6875 Standards for Streets, Alleys,
and Other Public Ways (not subject to modifications set forth in
subsection (10) below).
"(b) Pedestrian, bicycle and transit circulation, including related
facilities, as needed among buildings and related uses on the
development site, as well as to adjacent and nearby residential
areas: transit stops, neighborhood activity centers, office parks,
and industrial parks, provided the city makes findings to
demonstrate consistency with constitutional requirements.
"Nearby" means uses within 1/4 mile that can reasonably be
expected to be used by pedestrians, and uses within 2 miles that
can reasonably be expected to be used by bicyclists.
"(c) The provisions of the Traffic Impact Analysis Review of
EC 9.8650 through 9.8680 where applicable."

EC 9.8320(6) provides as follows:

"The PUD will not be a significant risk to public health and safety,
including but not limited to soil erosion, slope failure, stormwater or
flood hazard, or an impediment to emergency response."
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Trautman appealed LUBA's decision to the Court of Appeals, assigning

error to LUBA's denial of his motion to dismiss, as well as the arguments

regarding EC 9.8320(5) and 9.8320(6). The Court of Appeals reversed and

remanded LUBA's decision on Trautman's motion to intervene, but did not rule

on Trautman's other assignments of error. 269 Or App 178. Subsequently,

LUBA considered the remand from the Court of Appeals and found that the

City's failure to provide adequate notice to Trautman was a procedural error that

prejudiced Trautman's substantial rights and remanded the matter to the City to

address that error.

On remand, the City initially limited participation to only the Applicant

and Trautman; it issued notices and otherwise confirmed that no new evidence

would be allowed, and that the only participants on remand would be the

Applicant and Trautman. Nonetheless, it ultimately decided to allow new

evidence on an issue related to the safety of Oakleigh Lane, particularly parking

and pavement width, which implicate EC 9.8320(5) and (6), initially only from

the Applicant and Trautman, but ultimately, the City allowed a select number of

interested parties to respond to the new evidence. The new evidence that was

introduced included a survey showing that approximately 5-6 feet of the paved

surface was outside of Oakleigh Lane's right-of-way, Rec II, RE-G, and

testimony from a transportation engineer about the safety of Oakleigh Lane.

Rec II, pp 363-365. The City once again approved the application and this

appeal followed.
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1 III. JURISDICTION OF THE BOARD

2 ORS 197.825(1) gives LUBA exclusive jurisdiction over all "land use

3 decisions," which are defined to include final decisions by cities applying its

4 land use regulations, such as the City's Land Use Code (the "EC"). ORS

5 197.015(10)(a)(A). The decision in this case applied the EC and, thus, meets

6 the definition of a "land use decision" and is subject to LUBA's exclusive

7 jurisdiction.

8 IV. ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR

9 In addition to the assignments of error in this Petition for Review,

10 Petitioner Trautman hereby specifically incorporates each and every argument

11 in the briefs filed by Intervenor-Petitioner Nena Lovinger and by Petitioner Paul

12 Conte as if fully and completely set out herein.

13 A. FIRST ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR: The City Erred in

14 concluding that a condition requiring dedication of a 22.5-foot right-of-way

15 on a portion of the north side of the subject property would satisfy the

16 requirements of Eugene Code 9.8320(5)(a) with respect to that segment of

17 Oakleigh Lane adjacent to the subject property.

18 1. Preservation of Error.

19 This issue was raised in initial testimony before the City's Hearings

20 Official (Rec I 452-456) and addressed in the initial decision by the Hearings

21 Official (Rec I 371). It was raised in the initial local appeal (Rec I 338) and

22 addressed in the City's initial final decision (Rec I 15-16). The issue was raised

23 in the initial LUBA appeal and denied by LUBA (Rec II 625). The issue was
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1 raised again in the appeal to the Court of Appeals, but was not addressed by the

2 Court of Appeals. On remand, the issue was again raised by Trautman (Rec II

3 665-670, but the City's revised final decision did not address the issue beyond

4 what was in the original City decision.

5 a) Standard of Review.

6 This assignment of error challenges the City's findings as inadequate.

7 Local governments must specifically articulate their findings and explain how

8 the evidence factored into its decision. 1000 Fiends of Oregon v. Metro, 174

9 Or App 406, 410, 26 Pad 151 (2001). If the City has not specifically articulated

10 and explained its findings, it is not the Court's function to "make assumptions

11 and draw inferences from other portions of the local government's findings in

12 order to surmise what the local government's decision really was." Id., at 411.

13 As the Supreme Court noted some time ago:

14 "We wish to make it clear that by insisting on adequate findings of
fact we are not simply imposing legalistic notions of proper form, or15 
setting an empty exercise for local governments to follow. No

16 particular form is required, and no magic words need be employed.
What is needed for adequate judicial review is a clear statement of

1 ~ what, specifically, the decision-making body believes, after hearing
and considering all the evidence, to be the relevant and important

1 g facts upon which its decision is based. Conclusions are not
sufficient."

19

20 Sunnyside Neighborhood v. Clackamas Co. Comm., 280 Or 3, 21, 569 P2d 1063

21 (1977); see also Martin v. BoaYd of Parole, 327 Or 147, 157, 957 P2d 1210

22 (1998).

23 As this assignment of error also implicates the City's misconstruing of the
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applicable law, it is worth noting that the City's final decision was made by the

Eugene Planning Commission and not the City Council. Accordingly, the

City's decision is not entitled to any deference. Green v. Douglas County, 245

Or App 430, 437-8, 263 Pad 355 (2011). Instead, LUBA reviews any City

interpretation under the familiar framework first set out in PGE v. Bureau of

Labor and Industries, 317 Or 606, 859 P2d 1143 (1993), and reset in State v.

Gaines, 346 Or 160, 206 Pad 1042 (2009). In general, LUBA examines the text

and context of the statute, as well as any legislative history offered by the

parties, to determine the intent of the City Council in adopting the provision at

issue.

2. Ar u~.

EC 9.8320(5) requires the Applicant to provide "safe and adequate

transportation systems" for its proposed PUD. One component of the

transportation systems compliance with EC 9.8320(5) is compliance with

subsection (a), requiring the applicant to meet the standards in EC 9.6875,

which sets the "standards for streets, alleys and other public ways." EC Table

9.6870 sets the minimum right-of-way for Oakleigh Lane, a "low volume

residential" street at 45 feet.

The City has acknowledged that, at least for the segment of Oakleigh

Lane that is adjacent to the development site, 4 the criteria in EC 9.8320(5)(a)

and EC 9.6870 for street width must be met:

4 To be clear, this assignment of error is not directed at the entirety of
Oakleigh Lane, but only to that portion of Oakleigh Lane that directly abuts the
proposed PUD —the very area that the City's analysis is focused on.
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"For purposes of EC 9.8320(5), the criteria for approval of a
tentative PUD application, the standards in EC 9.6870 that apply in
this instance are those that regulate the required width of dedicated
right-of-ways." City's brief in Oakleigh I at 13, provided on retained
CD Rec II RE-R.

As it currently stands, the existing Oakleigh Lane right of way adjacent

to the proposed PUD is 20 feet. Condition of approval3 to the initial approval

requires the applicant to dedicate an additional 22.5 feet, resulting in a right of

way of 42.5, which is less than the minimum right of way. Rec II 83. Because

the ultimate right of way will not meet the minimum standard in EC 9.6870, as

required by EC 9.8320(5)(a), the City's decision must be remanded.

This failure to meet the minimum standard is not nominal or a minor

matter. The Eugene Public Works Department ("EPWD") examined the

applicable criteria and produced a document entitled the Public Works Referral

Response (the "Public Works Report"). The Public Works Report explicitly

concluded that Oakleigh Lane must have a 45-foot wide right-of-way or all

vehicular, bicycle and pedestrian traffic "will not be assured of safe access."

Rec I, pp 1256-7. However, the approval issued by the City results in a right-

of-way that will be only 42.5 feet wide —and there is no analysis at all of

whether that would be a safe width or not.

On remand, the City maintained its finding from the first decision, which

attempts to address this deficiency by claiming that "the constitutional findings

address a future need for street improvements abutting the property, rather than
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1 any immediate need, based on safety issues or otherwise."5 App p 5, Rec II,

2 p 11.6 That finding is flatly contradicted by the Public Works Report, which

3 explicitly finds that the safety issue applies to "residents of the PUD" and is

4 necessary to accommodate the "traffic generated by the proposed

5 development." Rec I, p 1257.

6 The same report confirms that

7 "[T]he remainder of the 45' right-of-way [is] required"[~] [in order
to have] Oakleigh Lane consist of 45 feet of right-of-way through8

g 5 The City's revised final order states:

10 "The PC finds that the constitutional findings in the Public Works
referral comments are limited to justification for a proportional11 
right-of-way exaction along the frontage of the subject property that

12 would accommodate future public street improvements. The
constitutional findings address a future need for street improvements

1~3 abutting the property, rather than any immediate need, based on
safety issues or otherwise, associated with the proposed PUD. The

14 PC concludes that no additional right-of-way dedication is necessary

15 
to meet the approval criteria." App p 5, Rec II 11.

16 6 This claim was restated in the City's Oakleigh I response brief:

17 "The requirement to dedicate a 22.5-foot strip of land was imposed
specifically to ensure the full 45-foot right-of-way would be

1 g available when Oakleigh Lane was eventually improved. * * * * By

19 
imposing the condition requiring the 22.5-foot dedication, the City
did not anticipate that the full 45-foot right-of-way would be

20 obtained." City LUBA I brief page 14.

21 The fact that the City did not "anticipate" there would be the 45-foot right-of-
way, which the Public Works Report said was necessary, is exactly the error.22

23 ~ "Staff acknowledged that the additiona12.5 feet would have to be
obtained through some other method." City brief in Oakleigh I, page 14.
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the development site's entry drive aisle * * * * in order to ensure the
safety of pedestrians, bicyclists and motorists travelling on Oakleigh
Lane * * * *, to ensure the efficient provision of emergency services
and to guarantee that the proposed development and adjacent
properties are accessible via Oakleigh Lane." Rec I 1256-1257.

Although the report recognizes the constitutional limits on exactions, this does

not reduce what the report states is the required right-of-way width adjacent to

the development site in order for the proposed PUD to comply with

EC 9.8320(5)(a).

In its previous opinion, LUBA misconstrued Intervenor Conte's

assignment of error as arguing that the City should have exacted more than 221/2

feet from the applicant and denied the error based on the "lack of authority

[that] allows the city to require Meadows to dedicate more than one-half of

Oakleigh Lane." Rec II 35-36. The actual argument that was raised is as

follows:

B. "Subassignment of Error 1.A. The City did not adopt a

condition of approval that would ensure the 45-foot right-of-way

adjacent to the proposed development's access point that the

City's findings required.

~*~~

"The Decision cites to no basis for allowing the PUD to be
developed with less ROW than the findings state is necessary, and
the decision offers no explanation for how or when the additional
2.5 feet of ROW would be dedicated.

The decision must be remanded for the City to impose an adequate
condition of approval, consistent with its findings, that requires a
45-foot ROW for at least 50 feet adjacent to the proposed PUD site
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prior to PUD development, or explain why a 42.5-foot ROW is
adequate. (The necessary condition does not have to require the
developer to dedicate additional ROW.)"

The final sentence couldn't be clearer.

LUBA found that "constitutional limitations placed on the City by the

Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution allow the city to require dedication at

most one-half of Oakleigh Lane" and, therefore, "Conte has not demonstrated

that EC 9.6870 or any other authority allows the city to require Meadows to

dedicate more than one-half of Oakleigh Lane." Oakleigh I, slip op pp 35-6).

With all due respect, that resolution misunderstands the argument and errs by

not addressing the actual issue.

There was no argument In Oakleigh I that the applicant had to dedicate

more property. Instead, the argument noted that the only evidence in the record

indicated that full build-out of Oakleigh Lane was required in order to provide

safe access:

"It is in the public's interest to have Oakleigh Lane consist of 45 feet
of right-of-way through the development site's entry drive aisle... in
order to ensure safety for pedestrians, bicyclists and motorists
traveling on Oakleigh Lane (a low-volume street), to ensure the
efficient provision of emergency services and to guarantee that the
proposed development and adjacent properties are accessible via
Oakleigh Lane." Rec I p 1256.

This argument was made even more forcefully in the testimony submitted

by Trautman on remand:

"[T]he Hearings Official (and Planning Commission) mistakenly
considered that the constitutional limitations that apply to exactions
also constrain what requirements a City can impose regarding
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1 physical conditions and/or infrastructure to ensure the public's
safety. Commissioners should note the following point well,

2 because it has been misunderstood throughout all the decision-
3 makers' findings:

4 "Requiring a minimum width of the right-of-way of the only public
street adjacent to and serving the development is not the same as

5 exaction of a portion of right-of-way from an applicant's
development property." Rec II, p 667.

6

7 As discussed in that testimony, an analogy to other required public

8 systems might help illustrate the problem. If the City determined that adequate

9 wastewater treatment could be provided only through the use of a larger pipe

10 downstream on someone else's property, the City could require that wastewater

11 system be in place, as long as such a facility wasn't precluded as a matter of

12 law. Although the City could not impose a burden of installing that new pipe if

13 it exceeded the constitutional limitations of Dolan v. City of Tigard, 512 US

14 374 (1994), the City also could not approve the application with n sewage

15 treatment system that the City's own analysis said was inadequate and that

16 would allow the impacts of the new development to create unsafe conditions on

17 either the applicant's property or the neighbors'.

18 While transportation is different than sewage, facilities for both must be

19 adequate and safe, and the proper interpretation of the City's code in

20 EC 9.8320(5) and (6) serves exactly that purpose. While constitutional

21 limitations constrain how much of the burden an applicant can be required to

22 assume, they do not in any way negate or diminish the safety standards that

23 must be met to protect neighbors or future residents of the PUD.
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The City never analyzed the impacts of a narrower~street, and the only

analysis in the record asserted that a 45-foot right-of-way adjacent to the

property was essential for safety. As noted above, the City first determined

what was required to provide a safe and adequate transportation system and

reached the conclusion that a 45 foot wide right of way was required based on

the City's adopted street standards. The City then reviewed whether that

decision was consistent with Constitutional Standards and concluded that it

could require the applicant to dedicate only 22.5 feet of those 45 feet. It never

took the third step and reconciled those two conclusions and determined that the

dedication, resulting in only a 42.5 foot right-of-way, would be safe. Had the

City considered this result, the City might then have determined that something

less than the City's normal standard was sufficient for a safe system on

Oakleigh Lane. Alternatively, the City could have adopted a finding that an

additional 2.5 feet right-of-way dedication was feasible through various means

and consequently adopted a condition of approval requiring this portion of

Oakleigh Lane to have a 45-foot right-of-way, leaving the means of obtaining

the additional 2.5 feet unspecified. See Butte Conservancy v. City of Gresham

47 Or LUBA 282, aff'd 195 Or App 763 (2004). But the City took neither of

these steps and instead approved a decision clearly inconsistent with its own

findings.

At the Court of Appeals, the applicant's attorney asserted that "the City

Public Works staff [has] answered ...the question of how the City intends to

get to a 45-foot right-of-way from the applicant's 22.5-foot street dedication,
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1 and the 20-foot existing right-of-way for Oakleigh Lane." OMC Answering

2 Brief at 29. In particular, the Applicant's attorney noted that his client would

3 dedicate one-half and the adjacent property-owner to the north of Oakleigh

4 Lane would dedicate the necessary additional 2%2 feet.

5 These Public Works staff's comments state nothing more than the way

6 the report's author assumes the required 45-foot right-of-way might feasibly be

7 obtained. However, nothing in that report or any City decision provides a

8 finding and/or condition of approval that explains how the necessary 45-foot

9 right-of-way would actually be ensured for the residents of this proposed PUD.

10 The Applicant simply elides this legal requirement by foisting off an

11 unsupported assumption about the future of the Oakleigh Lane right-of-way as

12 if it were a guarantee of compliance.

13 The applicant's attorney has also attempted to finesse the 45-foot right-

14 of-way error by asserting that the Public Works Report had found that, until the

15 additiona12.5 feet of right-of-way was dedicated, Oakleigh Lane would

16 continue to provide ̀ safe passage for two-way vehicular traffic, bicycles,

17 pedestrians and emergency vehicles" - citing page 14 of the Public Works

18 Report. This claim misrepresents the contents of the Public Works Report,

19 which actually stated the following:

24 "Until such time that property owners elect to improve Oakleigh
Lane to full City standards; including sidewalks, the existing paved21 surface in Oakleigh Street will continue to adequately provide for

22 motorized and foot traffic, as well as for emergency vehicles and
delivery services, provided the paved surface is not blocked by

23 parked vehicles. Since the existing paved surface provides safe
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1 passage for two-way vehicular traffic, bicycles, pedestrians and
emergency vehicles, and since there is nothing to suggest that the

2 impacts of the proposed development will result in unsafe
3 conditions in Oakleigh Lane, it is appropriate to defer public

improvements via an irrevocable petition." Rec I, pp 1268-9.
4

5 This quote from the Public Works report is not related to the right-of-way

requirements of EC 9.8320(5), but is instead addressing only paving width

~ under the EC 9.8320(11) approval criterion. Further, this section of the report

g does not explain how to square the staff's comments under EC 9.8320(5) that

9 asserted that a 45-foot right-of-way was required, or the public's safety would

10 "be at risk."

11 The City must reconcile the two conclusions it reached; first, that a 45-

12 foot right-of-way was required to protect public safety, and, second, that

13 exacting only 22.5 feet from this Applicant is adequate to ensure the statEd

14 right-of-way requirement will be met. The result of the two combined

15 conclusions inevitably leads to a right-of-width that is not consistent with City

16 standards and not consistent with the City's findings regarding the safety of

1 ~ Oakleigh Lane. The decision must be remanded so that the City can reconcile

1 g the two opposing conclusions.

19 C. SECOND ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR: The City

20 Misconstrued the Requirements of EC 9.8320(6) and Failed to Prevent a

21 "Significant Risk to Public Health and Safety."

22 1. Preservation of Error.

23 This issue was raised in initial testimony before the City's Hearings
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Official (Rec I 869-875) and addressed in the initial decision by the Hearings

Official (Rec I 375-77). It was raised in the initial local appeal (Rec I 328-9)

and addressed in the City's initial final decision (Rec I 9-10). The issue was

raised in the initial LUBA appeal and denied by LUBA (Rec II 624-5). The

issue was raised again in the appeal to the Court of Appeals, but was not

addressed by the Court of Appeals. On remand, the issue was again raised by

Trautman (Rec II 384-394).

2. Standard of Review.

This assignment of error challenges the City's decision for inadequate

findings, misconstruction of the applicable law and failure to be supported by

substantial evidence.

Local governments must specifically articulate their findings and explain

how the evidence factored into its decision. 1000 Friends-of Oregon v. Metro,

174 Or App 406, 410, 26 Pad 151 (2001). If the City has not specifically

articulated and explained its findings, it is not LUBA's function to "make

assumptions and draw inferences from other portions of the local government's

findings in order to surmise what the local government's decision really was."

Id., at 411. As the Supreme Court noted some time ago:

"We wish to make it clear that by insisting on adequate findings of
fact we are not simply imposing legalistic notions of proper form, or
setting an empty exercise for local governments to follow. No
particular form is required, and no magic words need be employed.
What is needed for adequate judicial review is a clear statement of
what, specifically, the decision-making body believes, after hearing
and considering all the evidence, to be the relevant and important
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facts upon which its decision is based. Conclusions are not
sufficient."

Sunnyside Neighborhood v. Clackamas Co. Comm., 280 Or 3, 21, 569 P2d 1063

(1977); see also Martin v. Board of Parole, 327 Or 147, 157, 957 P2d 1210

(1998).

As this assignment of error also implicates the City's misconstruing of the

applicable law, it is worth noting that the City's final decision was made by the

Eugene Planning Commission and not the City Council. Accordingly, the

City's decision is not entitled to any deference. Green v. Douglas County, 245

Or App 430, 437-8, 263 Pad 355 (2011). Instead, LUBA reviews the City's

interpretation under the familiar framework first set out in PGE v. Bureau of

Labor and Industries, 317 Or 606, 859 P2d 1143 (1993), and reset in State v.

Gaines, 346 Or 160, 206 Pad 1042 (2009). ~ In general, LUBA examines the text

and context of the legislation, as well as any legislative history offered by the

parties, to determine the intent of the City Council in adopting the provision at

issue.

Finally, the City's decision must be supported by substantial evidence.

In reviewing a substantial evidence challenge, LUBA's role on review is not to

determine which sides evidence it finds to be the weightier. 1000 Friends of

Oregon v. Marion County, 116 Or App 584, 587, 842 P2d 441 (1992). Instead,

LUBA's review is to determine whether the City's decision to rely on the

opponents' expert's testimony in the way that it did is reasonable, in view of all
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1 of the evidence. Wal-Mast Stores, Inc. v. City of Bend, 52 Or LUBA 261

2 ~ (2006).
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3. Ar ument.

EC 0.8320(6) contains only one relatively simple requirement that is

required of all Planned Unit Developments:

"The PUD will not be a significant risk to public health and safety,
including but not limited to soil erosion, slope failure, stormwater or
flood hazard, or an impediment to emergency response."

Unfortunately, as amply demonstrated by the record in this case, the

proposed PUD will be a significant risk to public health and safety because any

emergency response to the proposed PUD will necessarily depend on a grossly

inadequate street.

The condition of Oakleigh Lane has been extensively described above

and only a brief summary will be repeated here. Oakleigh Lane has a limited

right-of-way width of 20 foot wide with a paved surface of approximately 19

feet. That pavement is unstriped and lacks curbs and gutters, storm drainage

and sidewalks. Moreover, of that approximately 19 feet of paving, 5 to 6 feet of

it lies outside the dedicated right of way fora 250-foot segment. Rec p 167.8

The paved surface is further constricted by residents' cars legally parked in the

street. Because there are no sidewalks or bike lanes, pedestrians and bicyclists

g The drawing in the record at page 167 shows the width of Oakleigh
Lane's right-of-way from River Road through to the location of the proposed
PUD at the end of the road. The August 26, 2015 survey in retained exhibit RE-
G shows the 250-foot segment of Oakleigh Lane in which 5 to 6 feet of the
pavement lies outside the public right-of-way.
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must share the 14 feet of available pavement within the right-of-way with

moving vehicles and, most pertinently for this Assignment of Error, emergency

vehicles.

When faced with the grossly inadequate condition of Oakleigh Lane, the

City adopted the following findings:

"Finally, on remand, Mr. Trautman asserted that a portion of the
paving on the south side of Oakleigh Lane lies outside the dedicated
right of way. He asserted that with the diminished paving width
available for travel by the public and emergency response vehicles,
coupled with the fact that cars often park on the side of the road, the
PUD will create a significant risk to public health and safety.

"The applicant argues that EC 9.8320(6) requires the City to
determine whether the PUD itself is an impediment to emergency
response, not whether the configuration of Oakleigh Lane or all off-
site streets would be an impediment. The PC concludes that
emergency response vehicles can access the proposed PUD solely
via Oakleigh Lane and that the ability of Oakleigh Lane to safely
accommodate emergency response vehicles is an issue that can be
addressed in determining compliance with EC 968.320(6).

"The PC has reviewed all of the evidence and testimony submitted
during the open record period, including specifically a land survey
(Eimstad survey) submitted by Mr. Trautman that shows the paving
width in relation to the dedicated right of way, a letter from
professional traffic engineer, Michael Weishar on behalf of the
applicant, and excerpts from the City Council adopted Design
Standards and Guidelines for Eugene Streets, Sidewalks, Bikeways
and Accessways. The record reflects that the current paving width
varies along the length of Oakleigh Lane, but that the paving width
is approximately 19 feet at most places. The survey shows that
approximately 5-6 feet of the paving on the south side of Oakleigh
Lane lies outside the dedicated right of way. Although the existing
paving and the amount of paving that lies outside the dedicated right
of way varies along the length of Oakleigh Lane, the paving width
that lies within the dedicated right of way measures at least 14 feet
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1 at most places. Mr. Weishar provides expert testimony that, even
assuming only 13 feet of paving is available for travel by the public,

2 this would adequately accommodate emergency vehicles. In support
3 of his opinion, Mr. Weishar relies on the following language found

in the Design Standards and Guidelines for Eugene Streets,
4 Bikeways and Accessways:

5 "`On local residential streets with traffic volumes less
than 750 vehicles per day, a single 14' traffic lane may be

6 permitted for both directions of vehicular travel. The
single lane is intended to create a "queuing street," such

~ that when opposing vehicles meet, one of the vehicles
g must yield by pulling into a vacant portion of the adjacent

parking lane. This queuing effect has been found to be an
9 effective and safe method to reduce speeds and non-local

traffic.'
10

"Evidence in the record, including color photographs, video footage
11 and written submittals demonstrate that, for most of the length of

Oakleigh Lane, there are gravel parking areas that provide12 
opportunities for vehicles to pull over and allow other vehicles to

13 - pass, as called for in the language quoted above. These gravel areas
and the approximately 6 feet of paving that lies outside the right of

14 way on the south side of Oakleigh Lane will provide any necessary
`parking lanes.'

15
"The survey also reflects that there is a very small area at the east16 end of Oakleigh Lane that only has 13.7 feet of paving within the

1 ~ right of way. In order to ensure unimpeded emergency response
pursuant to EC968.320)(and a minimum travel lane width of 14 feet,

1 g consistent with Oakleigh Lanes' function as a ̀ queuing street,' the
following condition of approval is required:

19
• "Prior to occupancy of any dwellings in the PUD, the

20 applicant shall improve Oakleigh Lane to ensure a minimum
of 14 feet of paving width, in any areas where the paving21 width is currently less than 14 feet within the existing right-

22 of-way. The applicant shall obtain any necessary permits for
the required street improvements, and shall provide

23 documentation of compliance upon completion.
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"The PC finds the expert testimony of Mr. Weishar is credible and
reliable. There is no evidence submitted by the opponents that
outweighs or contradicts this expert testimony. The City's street
design standards, adopted by the City Council, indicate that a 14'
paving width will ensure unimpeded emergency response." App p
6; rec p 12.

As explained below, those findings are inadequate, misconstrue the applicable

law and are not supported by substantial evidence.

Before turning to those errors, however, LUBA should note a change in

posture from the City's decision challenged in Oakleigh I. On appeal in that

case, the applicant argued, and LUBA agreed, that EC 9.8320(6) is limited "to a

determination of whether the PUD [itself) is an impediment to emergency

response" and not whether "the configuration of Oakleigh Lane" is an

impediment. Slip op, p 34-35. However, that interpretation of the code is

contrary to the City's explicit interpretation in the challenged decision:

"The applicant argues that EC 9.8320(6) requires the City to
determine whether the PUD itself is an impediment to emergency
response, not whether the configuration of Oakleigh Lane or all off-
site streets would be an impediment. The PC concludes that
emergency response vehicles can access the proposed PUD solely
via Oakleigh Lane and that the ability of Oakleigh Lane to safely
accommodate emergency response vehicles is an issue that can be
addressed in determining compliance with EC 9.8320(6)." App p 6;
rec p 12.

This conclusion makes sense for two reasons. First, if the PUD were

developed, and Oakleigh Lane did not have the ability to safely accommodate

emergency vehicles, the PUD would create a significant risk to safety of those

persons residing in the PUD. Second, the development of the PUD also more
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than doubles the number of daily trips that will occur on Oakleigh Lane and

those trips will interrupt traffic on Oakleigh Lane. In this case, the City

correctly concluded that it must examine the impacts of the PUD on safety

concerns, including whether Oakleigh Lane has the ability to safely absorb

those impacts without presenting an impediment to emergency response.

The City did not make an interpretation of the threshold at which some

factor, such as the narrowness and substandard condition of Oakleigh Lane,

would be an "impediment" to emergency response, so the interpretation of

"impediment" should be made clear.

"Impediment —something that impedes: hindrance, block

"Impede — to interfere with or get in the way of the progress of

Webster's Third New International Dictionary 1132 (1993)

So the direct implication of EC 9.8320(6) is that the movement of emergency

response vehicles along Oakleigh Lane should not be slowed or interfered with.

Turning to the City's findings of compliance with EC 9.8320(6), the first

difficulty is that the 970 foot long stretch of road from the proposed PUD to

River Road does not meet the street standards adopted by the City in

EC 9.6870. The Eugene Code makes clear that the street standards in

EC 9.6800 through 9.6875 (including the street widths in EC 9.6870) are

adopted to ensure public health and safety.

EC 9.6800 Purpose of Standards for Streets, Alleys, and Other
Public Ways. Sections 9.6800 through 9.6875 establish standards
for the dedication, design and location of public ways to address the
purpose of this land use code contained in EC 9.0020 Purpose.
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1 EC 9.1010 Purpose of Zoning Regulations. The broad purpose of
zoning regulations is to protect and promote the public health, safety,

2 and welfare, and to provide the economic, social and environmental
3 advantages which result from an orderly, planned use of land

resources. Such regulations generally are designed to implement the
q. Metro Plan, Growth Management Study and other applicable

adopted plans and policies. (Emphasis added.)
5

6 These standards then are the presumptive criteria for evaluating whether

~ Oakleigh Lane is "safe," i.e., that the use of Oakleigh Lane by PUD residents

g and emergency response vehicles would not be a significant risk to the safety of

9 the residents and emergency responders. It is uncontested that an approximately

10 250-foot segment of Oakleigh Lane that lies between River Road and the

11 development site has less than half the right-of-way width required by the

12 standard in EC 9.6870. This same segment also has a pavement width within

13 the public right-of-way that is approximately twenty percent narrower than the

14 pavement width required by the standard in EC 9.6870. Within this same

15 segment cars can, and do, park legally, thus narrowing the navigable width even

16 further.

1 ~ These deficiencies are not minor or inconsequential, especially for

1 g unimpeded emergency response. Fire trucks are typically ten feet wide or more

19 (Rec II 360), which on the face of it means that there isn't adequate paved

24 roadway for a fire truck responding to an emergency to pass by another fire

21 truck in this constricted 250 foot segment. Since the only fire hydrant that is

22 near the proposed PUD site sits in the right-of-way within this segment (as

23 shown on the August 26, 2015 survey), it is not just a possibility, it's a
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likelihood that a fire truck would be positioned near the fire hydrant,

obstructing the constricted 250 foot segment so that there would be less than

five feet of paved surface and right-of-way available for oncoming vehicles.

Consequently, there's a significant risk that a responding fire truck could not

peach the PUD site o~ would be significantly impeded at best.

With these conditions present, the City was required to present findings

that specifically addressed how Oakleigh Lane would nevertheless perform

during an emergency in a way that would not impede emergency response and

that would not be a risk to the safety of the PUD residents. The City did not do

that; instead, it misconstrued the requirements of EC 9.6870 and relied on

unreliable evidence to conclude that a 14-foot wide pavement that may be

obstructed by legally-parked cars was adequate.

In the City's initial review of this application in 2013, the City relied

entirely on the Public Works Report to conclude that Oakleigh Lane would not

present a significant risk to public health and safety. However, the Public

Works Report never directly addresses EC 9.8320(6). Instead, in its analysis of

EC 9.8320(5)(a), the Public Works Report specifically concluded that, for at

least a portion of the roadway, "the public interest in safe vehicular, pedestrian

and bicycle travel and emergency response and access will be at risk" if the

roadway does not have a 45 foot wide right-of-way. The Public Works Report

goes on to conclude as follows:

"without [the required 45 foot wide right of way dedication],
Oakleigh Lane cannot be improved to the City's minimum street
design standards and the 168 new vehicle trips per day generated by
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1 the proposed development, along with the additional pedestrian and
bicycle traffic generated by the proposed development, will not be

2 assured of safe access via Oakleigh Lane." Rec II, p 1257.

3 The City's decision on remand attempts to discount the very specific

4 requirements of the Public Works Report with the following finding:

5 "Based on the previous determination under the second assignment
6 of error about the limited scope of the PW constitutional findings

for right-of-way exaction,[9] the PC finds no basis in the record to
~ require additional right-of-way dedication. The PC concludes that

the HO's conditions for right-of-way dedications and irrevocable
8 petitions address a future need for street improvements, rather than

any immediate need associated with the proposed PUD." App, p 5;
9 Rec II, p 11

10 The difficulty with that finding is that it simply is not true. The

11 "constitutional findings" were presumably adopted to justify that any

12 requirement imposed on the development is proportional to the impacts of that

13 development pursuant to cases such as Dolan v. City of Tigard, 512 U.S. 374

14 (1994). By definition then, the constitutional analysis must be based on the

15 burden that the development itself will place on the public infrastructure, not

16 some future, unknown, impact. This is reflected in the structure of the actual

17

1 g 9 The "previous determination" referred to in these findings is as follows:

19 
~~The PC finds that the constitutional findings in the Public Works

20 referral comments are limited to justification for a proportional
right-of-way exaction along the frontage of the subject property that

21 would accommodate future public street improvements. The
constitutional findings address a future need for street improvements

22 abutting the property, rather than any immediate need, based on

23 
safety issues or otherwise, associated with the proposed PUD."
App, p 5; Rec II, p 11.
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1 recommended conditions —which require that the dedications and

2 improvements are in place before final PUD approval. Rec I, p 1274 — 76.

3 Perhaps the clearest demonstration that the constitutional findings are not

4 directed at some "future" need, but the immediate need is in the language of the

5 findings themselves. The Public Works Report specifically notes that "without

6 the additional right-of-way, ...the 168 new vehicle trips per day generated by

7 the proposed development, along with the additional pedestrian and bicycle

8 traffic generated by the proposed development, will not be assured of safe

9 access via Oakleigh Lane." Rec I, p 1257 (emphasis added). The constitutional

10 findings say absolutely nothing about any future need, but an immediate need

11 based on the development proposed in the application. The City's findings to

12 the contrary are clearly in error.

13 In the decision challenged in Oakleigh I, the City relied heavily on its

14 analysis of a completely separate section of the City's code. However, in the

15 revised final order, the City removed these findings entirely with respect to

16 EC 9.8320(6) upon recognizing that the Public Works Report had based its

17 conclusions on an incorrect pavement width.

18 Nevertheless, as the City or applicant may attempt to bring this flawed

19 analysis back into their response, it is important to understand all of the reasons

20 the Public Works Report analysis is inadequate. The Public Works Report at

21 issue dealt only with requirements for the applicant to pave the portion of

22 Oakleigh Lane adjacent to the development, and the Public Works report

23 concluded, with respect to that final portion of Oakleigh Lane, that the applicant
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didn't need to improve it immediately. Rec I 1268.

EC 9.8320(11)(b) requires "The PUD complies with EC 9.6500 through

EC 9.6510 Public Improvement Standards and. EC 9.6505 Improvements —

Specifications, subsection (3) covers streets and alleys.

(3) Streets and Alleys.

(a) The developer shall grade and pave all streets and alleys
in the development site. All paving shall be to the width
specified in EC 9.6870 Street Width and provide for drainage
of all such streets and alleys, and construct curbs and gutters,
sidewalks, street trees and street lights within the
development site according to the Design Standards and
Guidelines for Eugene Streets, Sidewalks, Bikeways and
Accessways and standards and specifications adopted
pursuant to Chapter 7 of this code and other adopted plans and
policies.

(b) The developer shall pave streets and alleys adjacent to the
development site to the width specified in EC 9.6870 Street
Width, unless such streets and alleys are already paved to that
width, provided the City makes findings to demonstrate
consistency with constitutional requirements. All paving shall
provide for drainage of all such streets and alleys, and
construct curbs and gutters, sidewalks, street trees and street
lights adjacent to the development site according to the
Design Standards and Guidelines for Eugene Streets,
Sidewalks, Bikeways and Accessways and standards and
specifications adopted pursuant to Chapter 7 of this code and
other adopted plans and policies. (Emphasis added.)

In other words, EC 9.6505(3) is explicitly limited to streets and alleys in

and adjacent to the development site and has no bearing on the portions of

Oakleigh Lane that are not adjacent to the development site.

In reviewing EC 9.6505, as it applies to this short, terminal segment of
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Oakleigh Lane, the Public Works Report provides as follows:

"EC 9.6505(3) requires the developer to pave streets adjacent to the
development site to the width specified in EC 9.6870 Street Width~~~~

"Until such time that property owners elect to improve Oakleigh
Lane to full City standards, including sidewalks, the existing paved
surface of Oakleigh [Lane] will continue to adequately provide for
motorized and foot traffic, as well as for emergency vehicles and
delivery services, provided the paved surface is not blocked by
parked vehicles." Rec I, p 1268.

This Public Works Report conclusion was strictly limited to whether or not the

City should require immediate improvements to the final short section of the

dead-end street. Obviously, the cul-de-sac adjacent to the development property

would not get most of the traffic using Oakleigh Lane. The conclusion that

"Oakleigh [Lane] will continue to adequately provide for motorized and foot

traffic, as well as for emergency vehicles and delivery services, provided the

paved surface is not blocked by parked vehicles" is both limited to that final

segment and is explicitly qualified as being valid only if the "paved surface is

not blocked by parked vehicles." This narrowly focused finding simply does

not address the criteria in EC 9.8320(6) and the question being asked in this

Assignment of Error — as currently configured, is Oakleigh Lane safe and would

not impede emergency vehicles?

As noted in the Public Works Report findings themselves, even in the

best case scenario (i.e., that the EC 9.6505 findings can be considered relevant

to address EC 9.8320(6)), Oakleigh Lane can be safe only "provided the paved
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1 surface is not blocked by parked vehicles." The City has confirmed that cars

2 may park legally in the right-of-way and on the pavement, blocking at least

3 some portion of the street. Rec II, p 172-174. Oakleigh Lane is not signed with

4 "No Parking" signs, and the City and County have confirmed they will not

5 place the signs nor enforce no parking. Thus, nothing in the decision actually

6 ensures that the paved surface would not be blocked by parked vehicles and,

7 therefore, even under the best possible interpretation for the City, the evidence

8 undercuts any conclusion that would find that there were no impediment to

9 emergency response.

10 A further, perhaps more serious problem, with the City's potential

11 reliance on the Public Works Report analysis under EC 9.8320(11)(b) for its

12 finding of compliance with EC 9.8320(6) (and (5), is that the conclusions

13 regarding safety under EC 9.8320(1 l~)(b) conflict with the conclusions under

14 EC 9.8320(5)(a). As noted above, that analysis concluded that, without a 45

15 foot right-of-way, "safe access cannot be assured" for the traffic generated by

16 the proposed PUD. Such contrary conclusions do not provide "substantial

17 reason" and the City's decision must be remanded. 1000 Friends of Oregon v.

18 DLCD, 244 Or App 239, 259 Pad 1021 (2011).

19 On remand, Mr. Trautman presented testimony that made this issue even

2p more problematic for the applicant. A survey of Oakleigh Lane showed

21 something far more disturbing — a significant part of the paved surface of

22 Oakleigh Lane was outside the right-of-way. The survey was completed by a

23 licensed surveyor during the remand proceedings and confirmed this problem.
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The survey is in the record and was not contested by the City or applicant. As

acknowledged in the City's revised final order, the paved surface in the right-

of-way is significantly less than 19 feet and, in some places, less than 14 feet

wide. App p 6, Rec II, p 12; Rec II, p 337. As a consequence, the City deleted

all reliance on the Public Works Report from its findings for EC 9.8320(6) in its

revised final order.

The Applicant first attempted to avoid the limited pavement issue by

asserting that the paved area outside the right-of-way is actually subject to a

prescriptive easement. The City was not taken in by this ruse, nor should

LUBA. There is no indication that any prescriptive easement has been found

and LUBA is not qualified to make such a determination. See McFall v. City of

Sherwood, 44 Or LUBA 493 (2003) ("[u]nless and until the circuit court

decrees that petitioners own the disputed [property] the city is entitled to review

and make a decision on the [application] and in doing so assume that the

applicant deed-holders are the fee owners of the subject property.") The City

properly discounted the Applicant's prescriptive easement theory.

Nonetheless, the City found Oakleigh Lane to be safe largely on the

"expert testimony" of Michael Weishar, who asserted that Oakleigh Lane is

safe based almost entirely on specious reasoning. Before turning to that

reasoning, it is important to remember that the concern about access for fire

trucks and emergency responders is not an attenuated concern. The criterion at

issue, EC 9.8320(6), explicitly requires all PUDs to demonstrate that there will

be no "impediment to emergency response." Thus, this concern is at the heart
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of the criterion.

The City's findings regarding Mr. Weishar's expert testimony first assert

that, "even assuming only 13 feet of paving is available for travel by the public,

this would adequately accommodate emergency vehicles." App p 6, Rec p 12,10

For that conclusion, the decision relies on the "Design Standards and

Guidelines for Eugene Streets, Bikeways and Accessways" (the "Design

Standards"). On the very face of it, that conclusion is erroneous, since the

City's adopted street standards identifies a 14-foot wide travel lane, but only

when that travel lane is part of a 21-foot paved surface. The City's conclusion

in the findings is directly contradicted by the excerpts of that document in the

record, which provides standards fora "queuing" street and it specifically

requires a minimum 21 feet of paved width in order to allow a 14 foot wide

travel lane and a 7 foot wide parking and pass-by lane. Rec I, pp 892-893.

In addition, the "Eugene Local Street Plan" also contradicts the testimony

of Mr. Weishar. That document states that low volume residential streets, such

10 Mr. Weishar states as follows:

"There is some speculation that neighbors could intentionally
obstruct potentially as much as six feet of the improved street
surface, leaving an improved lane of 13 feet along a 250-foot portion
of the street. However, even assuming that only 13 feet of the street
were available for travel by the public for 250 feet, this would be
adequate to accommodate emergency vehicles, and two-way vehicle
traffic in the same fashion as a queuing street."

Setting aside the "speculation" that some residents may want to use their
property, as discussed above, this opinion simply ignores the standards adopted
by the City.
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as Oakleigh Lane,

"can be designed with one or two travel lanes. A low 20' paving
width is allowed with two 10' travel lanes and no on-street parking;
21' and 28' paving widths aye allowed in the 'queuing' designs
providing a single 14'travel lane with one or two 7'parking lanes....
A center median is also allowed as a design feature for the Law
Volume Residential Street, but the street must be designed to
provide the minimum 14' clear lane needed for fire apparatus." Rec
II p 418 (emphasis added).

This standard in the Local Street Plan is the same as, and reinforces, the

standard from the Design Standards. The standards fora "queuing street"

unequivocally require at least a 21-foot paving width — a lesser width is not

allowed. In short, Mr. Weishar's testimony, that a single 13 foot wide pavement

is acceptable is directly contradicted by the very standards that he references."

Note that the only case where the pavement width can be as narrow as 14

feet is when there are two one-way travel lanes, separated by a center median.

There is no allowance in any street standard that would allow the current

configuration of Oakleigh Lane, atwo-way, dead-end street with 250 feet of

pavement that is only 14 feet wide.

The City's findings attempt to escape the obvious conclusion (that

Oakleigh Lane cannot and will not function as a queuing street and that the

The City found in conclusory fashion that "the expert testimony of Mr.
Weishar is credible and reliable." His failure to acknowledge or even
discussing the directly applicable standards directly undermines this finding.
See Gould v. Deschutes County, 59 Or LUBA 435 (2009) (A local government
may rely on the opinion of an expert only if, considering all of the relevant
evidence in the record, a reasonable person would have chosen to rely on the
expert's conclusion.")
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doubling of traffic resulting from the proposed PUD will be an "impediment to

emergency response") by suggesting that "there are gravel parking areas that

provide opportunities for vehicles to pull over and allow other vehicles to pass,

as called for in the language [from the Design Standards] quoted above." App p

6, Rec p 12. However, as discussed above, the current condition of Oakleigh

Lane simply does not meet the requirements for a queuing street. It does not

provide for a paved 14 foot wide travel lane and a 7 foot wide parking lane.

Furthermore, legal parking on the gravel and the pavement may block some or

all of the gravel shoulder and/or some portion of the 14 feet of pavement.

This inevitable conclusion is also reinforced by the Oregon Fire Code,

which neither the City nor Mr. Weishar ever acknowledge. OFC 503.2.1

requires an "unobstructed width of not less than 20 feet, exclusive of shoulders"

for all fire apparatus access roads. ~ 2 Rec II, p 201. The OFC goes on to clarify

that "fire apparatus access roads shall not be obstructed in any manner,

including the parking of vehicles. The minimum widths ...established in

Section 503.2.1 shall be maintained at all times." OFC 503.4; Rec II, p 201.

(emphasis added). The OFC does allow for these requirements to be modified

in certain circumstances, but there is no indication in the record that the

proposed PUD would qualify for any such modifications, much less that such a

modification has been authorized.

'2 OFC 503.1.1 requires "every building, facility or portion of a building
hereafter constructed" to have a fire apparatus access road and, for the Oakleigh
Meadows Co-Housing development, Oakleigh Lane is the only possible fire
apparatus access road.
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Finally, the Oregon Fire Code, Section D 103.1 requires that, when there

is a fire hydrant on a fire apparatus access road, "the minimum width shall be

26 feet, exclusive of shoulders." Rec II, p 202. In the case of Oakleigh Lane, it

contains a fire hydrant in the right-of-way, thus requiring the minimum, paved

road width to be 26 feet, which Oakleigh Lane does not meet. Accordingly,

Oakleigh Lane cannot safely, and without impediment, accommodate fire

trucks.' 3

Ultimately, the question for LUBA is whether the City properly

concluded that there was no "significant risk to public health and safety" and, in

particular, that the proposed PUD would not present an "impediment to

emergency response." As amply demonstrated above, having an access road

that consists of a 14-foot paved surface in the right of way, with potential legal

parking on the surface, presents significant impediments to emergency

response. The City's findings never address the evidence in the record

regarding the true width of the road, or the evidence and standards that

undermine the "expert's" opinion that the road would be safe. Because it is

clear that Oakleigh Lane, cannot safely accommodate fire trucks and other

emergency response vehicles under the current traffic loads, doubling the

13 The record is replete with even more applicable standards that indicate
that a roadway such as Oakleigh Lane is not safe in its current configuration,
much less when the amount of traffic on it will double. See Rec II, p 159 — 61
and the references cited therein.
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number of vehicles on Oakleigh Lane would serve as a further impediment to

emergency response and the City's conclusion to the contrary must be reversed.

DATED: February 12, 2016
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REVISED FINAL ORDER OF THE EUGENE PLANNING COMMISSION
ON REMAND FROM THE OREGON LAND USE BOARD OF APPEALS:.

OAKLEIGH MEADOWS CO-HOUSING PtJD (PDT 13-1)

I. INTRODUCTION

This final order concerns an appeal of a decision by the Eugene Hearings Official (HO) to approve atentative planned unit development (PUD). The Eugene Hearings Official (HO) held the initial publichearing on this request on October 2, 2013. Following the hearing and open record period for
additional testimony, he approved the applicant's tentative PUD with 15 conditions of approval on
November 12, 2013. One of the conditions of approval required landscape screening along the easternboundary of the subject property. The applicant's concurrent request for a Willamette Greenway
Permit was also approved but is not challenged by the opponents as part of this appeal.

On November 22, 2013, an appeal was filed by the River Road Community Organization. The co-
appellant is Bryn Thoms, the owner of adjacent lands to the north. The appeal statement identifies tenprimary assignments of error in the Hearings Official's findings and decision with respect to applicableEugene Code (EC) approval criteria at EC 9.8320.

On November 25, 2013, in accordance with EC 9.7655(1), the City mailed written notice of the appealhearing to the applicant, the appellant, the River Road Community Organization, all persons who
submitted written comments in regard to the original applications, and all persons who requestednotice. The written notice included the required elements set forth in EC 9.7655(2).

The Planning Commission (PC) held a public hearing on the appeal on December 5, 2013. At the publichearing, Will Dixon and Zack Mittge provided oral testimony on behalf of the applicant. Lynn. Dixon,Otto Poticha, Joan Connolly, and Antonia Lewis spoke in favor of the application. Bryn Thoms and PaulConte provided oral testimony on behalf of the appellant. Anne Love, Richard Dambrov, and Paul
Heintz spoke in opposition to the application. The applicant's legal counsel, Zack Mittge, followed withrebuttal testimony. Written testimony was also provided by the parties and other individuals at the
hearing which is included in the record and considered by the Planning Commission in its final decision.

The PC closed the public hearing and the record on December 5, 2013. The PC deliberated on the
appeal issues at its meetings on December 9th and 16th, and reached its final decision on December 16,2013. The PC affirmed the HO's decision to approve the subject applications, with additional findings
and modifications to approval conditions in some instances. In particular, the PC removed the
condition requiring landscape screening along the eastern boundary of the subject property.

Appellants and other interested neighbors appealed the PC's approval to the Land Use Board of
Appeals (CUBA). Except with regard to the landscape screening, CUBA affirmed the PC's decision.
LUBA's decision was then appealed to the Oregon Court of Appeals. Because of a procedural misstep,
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at least one neighbor who submitted written testimony to the HO did not receive notice of the HO
decision or notice of the PC appeal hearing. The matter was sent back to the City to allow Simon
Trautman to testify before the PC.

On remand, the PC held a hearing at which Simon Trautman.; the applicant and their respective
representatives were provided the opportunity to testify. Mr. Trautman's testimony raised a question
with regard to the safety of pedestrians and cyclists using Oakleigh Lane, and the'lack of sufficient
available _paving width for emergency vehicle access for the full length of Oakleigh Lane. The PC
opened the record to Mr. Trautman, the applicant, and their respective representatives for submittal
of evidence related to the paving width of Oakleigh Lane. During the open record period, Mr. Trautman
and the applicant submitted evidence related to t'he paving width issue. Several other individuals also
attempted to submit evidence and comments.

The PC deliberated on the appeal issues at its meetings on August 17th and September 28th, and
reached its final decision on October 5, 2015. The appeal is based on the record,,as outlined below,
and limited to assignments of error contained in the appeal`statement submitted. As described below,
the PC affirms the HO's decision to approve the subject application, with additional findings and
modifications to approval conditions in some instances. Those additional findings and modifications
are detailed below with respect to each related assignment of error.

II. RECORD BEFORE THE PLANNING COMMISSION

On remand, the PC accepted testimony from the applicant and Simon Trautman at the July 28th public
hearing. The record was then re-opened for the submittal of evidence limited to the paving width
issue described above. The PC adopts as findings the memorandum from the City Attorney dated
September 21, 2015 (see Attachment A), outlining the materials that the PC accepted as part of the
open record. The PC voted to follow the advice of the City Attorney set forth in that memorandum and
accepted into the record the written materials forwarded by the City Attorney.

The record before the PC also consists of the Eugene Planning Commission Agenda Item Summaries
and related attachments for the Remand Public Hearing, dated July 28, 2015; Remand Deliberations,
dated August 17 and September 28, 2015; Appeal of Hearings Official Decision: Oakleigh Meadows
(PDT 13-1) dated December 9, 2013; the written and oral testimony presented by appellants, applicant;
and other pa rties to the Planning Commission; the decision of the Eugene Hearings Official dated
November 12, 2013; and all. record materials (including written and oral testimony, City staff reports
and application materials) presented to and not rejected by the HO. The entire City Planning &
Development Department file was physically before the PC priorto its final decision.

III. FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

After consideration ofthe applicable law and all argument and evidence in the record, the PC finds that
the subject application meets all applicable PUD approval criteria from EC 9.8320, with additional
findings and modified conditions of approval described below. In the event of any conflict between
the Hearings Official's decision and this Final Order, this Final Order shall prevail.
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To further support the PC's conclusion, the PC incorporates the City Attorneys memorandum from
Anne Davies dated December 11, 2013, which is included as Attachment B. The HO's decision is also

~'~ adopted by reference and included as Attachment C.

As noted above, the appeal is comprised often assignments of error. Each assignment of error is set
forth below, followed by the PC's findings of fact and conclusions of law as to each one.

First Assignment of Error: The Decision erred by finding that the application met EC 9.8320(1)
"The PUD is consistent with applicable adopted policies of the Metro Plan."

A. Sub-assignment of Error 1.A: the Decision failed to address the following policy at a11:

TransPlan Transportation System Improvements (TSPJ Pedestrian Policy #1:
Pedestrian Environment (Metro Plan Policy F.26)
Provide for a pedestrian environment that is well integrated with adjacent land
uses and is designed to enhance the safety, comfort, and convenience of walking
(Metro Plan 111-F-9)

8. Sub-assignment of Error 1.8: the Decision failed to address the following policy at all:

TransPlan Finance Policy #4: New Development (Metro Plan Policy F.36)
Require that new development pay for its capacity impact an the transportation
system. (Metro Plan 111-F-13J

The appellant asserts that the HO failed to consider these policies, and to include adequate conditions
of approval for sufficient right-of-way, sidewalks, and other improvements to ensure consistency. The
PC finds that the HO did not explicitly address Policies F.26 and F.36 of the Metro Plan, but agrees with
the applicant's reasoning that these policies are not mandatory approval criteria for the application.
The policies provide broad direction to the local government in legislative matters but are not intended
to be used as PUD approval criteria. Unlike the policies the case cited by the appellant (Bothman v.
City of Eugene), where the policies actually sought to discourage the exact planning action that was
being proposed, the text and context of these policies do not appear to require any additional
consideration for the proposed PUD. Even though consideration of the policies is not required, the PC
finds that approval of the PUD is nonetheless consistent with those policies based on the proportional.
requirements made for right-of-way dedication, future street and public accessway improvements, and
further, through the City's System Development Charges (SDC's) which are collected at the time of
development.

Second Assignment of Error: The Decision erred by finding the application met EC 9.8320(5)
"The PUD provides safe and adequate transportation systems through compliance with the
following...,,

A. Sub-assignment of Error 2.A: the Decision erred by finding the application met the
following criterion:

EC 9.6800 through EC 9.6875 Standards for Streets, Alleys, and Other Public
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Ways (not subject to modifications set forth in (11J belowJ.

8. Sub-assignment of Error 2.8: the Decision erred by findings the application met the
following criterion:

Pedestrian, bicycle and transit circulation, including related facilities, as needed
amongibuildings and related uses on the developmentsite, as well as to adjacent
and nearby residential areas, transit stops, neighborhood activity centers, office
parks, and industrial parks, provided the city makes findings to demonstrate
consistency with constitutional requirements. "Nearby" means uses within '4 mile
that can reasonably be expected to be used 6y pedestrians, and uses within 2 miles
that can reasonably be expected to be used by bicyclists.

C. Sub-assignment of Error 2.C: the Decision erred by finding the application met the
following criterion:

The provisions of fhe Traffic Impact Analysis Review of EC 9.8650 through 9.6880
where applicable.

The HO completed a detailed analysis of this issue on page 24 of his decision. The PC finds that the HO
was correct in his application of EC 9.8320(5), as being limited in scope to compliance with the
following: a) that EC 9.6800 through 9.6875 can be met, b) that pedestrian, bicycle and transit
circulation can be achieved, and c) that if necessary a Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) has been done and
mitigation provided. To the extent the HO's decision concludes that EC 9.8320(5)(a) relates only to the
dedication of land, the PC disagrees. EC 9.6800 through 9.6875 establish standards for dedication,
design and location of public ways, generally. EC 9.6800. That said, the P~ agrees that neither EC
9.8320(5)(a) nor EC 9.6800 through 9.6875 require that an existing street must meet certain standards
in order to serve a proposed development. EC 9.6870 only provides the required paving widths for
certain types of streets when and if those streets are ever fully improved to City standards. However,
EC 9.8320(6) does provide a means of.addressing the safety of Oakleigh Lane for purposes of
emergency response vehicles. See discussion under the Third Assignment of Error below.

With regard to EC 9.6800 through 9.6875, the PC finds that the HO was correct in granting exceptions
to the street connectivity standards and cul-de-sac length standards. The PC concludes that the street
connectivity exception at EC 9.6815(2)(g)(1) is met by the applicant's alternative street connection
study, along with their narrative that addresses the intent statements at EC 9.6815(1). The PC finds
that the alternative street connection study is not required to evaluate full build-out potential of the
entire area. The PC also finds that no right-of-way is being exacted of Tax Lot 200.

The PC concludes that the HO did not err by granting an exception to the 400-foot maximum cul-de-sac
length. The PC finds that there is existing development to the south and natural resources to the east
that warrant an exception to the cul-de-sac length, pursuant to EC 9.6820(5). The PC affirms that the
cul-de-sac standards at EC 9.6820(1) and EC 9.6820(4) are met because the HO conditioned approval
upon right-of-way dedication for a future hammerhead turnaround and an access way beyond the
turnaround. To the extent that there is any conflict between the street connectivity exception and the
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standards for maximum cul-de-sac length, the PC resolves this conflict in favor of granting theexception.

The.PC finds that the constitutional findings in the Public Works referral comments are limited tojustification for a proportionalright-of-way exaction along the frontage of the subject property thatwould accommodate.future public street improvements. The constitutional findings address a futureneed for street improvements abutting the property, rather than any immediate need, based on safetyissues or otherwise, associated with the proposed PUD. The PC concludes that no additional right-of-waydedication is necessary to meet the approval criteria. Based on these findings, the pedestrian,bicycle and transit circulation requirements of EC 9.8320(5)(b) are met.

With regard to TIA requirements, the PC finds that the HO did not err in his conclusion that none of theTIA applicability provisions required a TIA. Based on the previous findings that the Public Works referralcomments are limited in scope, the~PC concludes that there is nothing in the record to require a TIA.

Based on these findings, PC finds that the HO was correct in determining compliance with EC9.8320(5). The HO findings on page 18-29 are hereby incorporated by reference as further evidence ofcompliance with the applicable criteria appealed under this assignment of error. To provide clarity onthe basis for the cul-de-sac length exception, the' PC modifies the HO decision to include the additionalfindings provided above.

Third Assignment of Error: The Decision erred by finding the application met EC 9.8320(6)"The PUD will not be a siranificant risk to public health and safety, including but not limited tosoil erosion, slope failure, stormwater and flood hazard, or an impediment to emergencyresponse."

A. Sub-assignment of Error 3.A: the Decision erroneously found that the PUD would not be asignificant risk to public safety.

8. Sub-assignment of Error 3.8: the Hearings Official provided no evaluation of PWD's ownanalysis that Oakleigh Lane would be an impediment to emergency response unless theright-of-way was widened and the road improved.

Based on the previous determination under the second assignment of error about the limited scope ofthe PW constitutional findings for right-of-way exaction, the PC finds no basis in the record to requireadditional right-of-way dedication. The PC concludes that the HO's conditions for right-of-waydedications and irrevocable petitions address a future need for street improvements, rather than anyimmediate need associated with the proposed PUD. With regard to soil erosion, slope failure, andflood hazard, the HO findings on page 29-31 are hereby incorporated by reference as further evidenceof compliance with the applicable criteria appealed under this assignment of error.

With regard to the provision of emergency vehicle response, the applicant asserts that the proposedaccess on Oakleigh Lane and hammerhead turnaround within the development site is sufficient for theproposed development. Referral comments from Public Works staff indicate that this on-siteturnaround must provide for emergency vehicle access by being within a temporary emergency accesseasement. The proposed turnaround area meets the dimension requirements for a hammerhead.

Final Order: Oakleigh Meadows Co-Housing PUD (PDT 13-1) 
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Referral comments from the Fire Marshal state no concern with the turnaround. The permanent
turnaround is anticipated at the end of Oakleigh Lane, when properties to the north further develop.
The condition that requires dedication for the temporary emergency vehicle access easement `" ~~
(Condition #5) is necessary for compliance with EC 9.8320(6).

Finally, on remand, Mr. Trautman asserted that a portion of the paving on the south side of Oakleigh
Lane lies outside the dedicated right of way. He asserted that with the diminished paving width
available for travel by the public and emergency response vehicles, coupled with the fact that cars
often park on the side of the road, the PUD will create a significant risk to public health and safety.

The applicant argues that EC 9.8320(6) requires the City to determine whether the PUD itself is an
impediment to emergency response, not whether the configuration of Oakleigh Lane or all off-site
streets would bean impediment. The PC concludes that emergency response vehicles can access the
proposed PUD solely via Oakleigh Lane and that the ability of Oakleigh Lane to safely accommodate
emergency response vehicles is an issue that can be addressed in determining compliance with EC
9.8320(6).

The PC has reviewed all of the evidence and testimony submitted during the open record period,
including specifically a land survey (Eimstad survey) submitted by Mr. Trautman that shows the paving
width in relation to the dedicated right of way, a letter from professional traffic engineer, Michael
Weishar on behalf of the applicant, and excerpts from the_City Council adopted Design Standards and
Guidelines for Eugene Streets, Sidewalks, Bikeways and Accessways. The record reflects that the
current paving width varies along the length of Oakleigh Lane, but that the paving width is
approximately 19 feet at most places. The survey shows that approximately 5-6 feet of the paving on
the south side of Oakleigh Lane Ties outside the dedicated right of way. Although the existing paving
and the amount of paving that lies outside the dedicated right of way varies along the length of
Oakleigh Lane, the paving width that lies within the dedicated right of way measures at least 14 feet at
most places. Mr. Weishar provides expert testimony that, even assuming only 13 feet of paving is
available for travel by the public, this would adequately accommodate emergency vehicles. In support
of his opinion, Mr. Weishar relies on the following language found in the Design Standards and
Guidelines for Eugene Streets, Bikeways and Accessways:

"On local residential streets with traffic volumes less than 750 vehicles per day, a single 14'
traffic lane may be permitted for both directions of vehicular travel. The single lane is intended
to create a 'queuing street', such that when opposing vehicles meet, one of the vehicles must
yield by pulling into a vacant portion of the adjacent parking lane. This queuing effect has been
found to be an effective and safe method to reduce speeds and non-local traffic."

Evidence in the record, including color photographs; video footage and written submittals demonstrate
that, for most of the length of Oakleigh Lane, there are gravel parking areas that provide opportunities
for vehicles to pull over and allow other vehicles to pass, as called for in the language quoted above.
These gravel areas and the approximately 6 feet of paving that lies outside the right of way on the
south side ofOakleigh Lane will provide any necessary "parking lanes."

The survey also reflects that there is a very small area at the east end of Oakleigh Lane that only has
13.7 feet of paving within the right of way. In order to ensure unimpeded emergency response
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pursuant to EC 9.8320(6), and a minimum travel lane width of 14 feet, consistent with Oakleigh Lane'sfunction as a "q.ueuing street",the following condition of approval is required:

Prior to occupancy of any dwellings in the PUD, the applicant shall improve Oakleigh Lane toensure a minimum of 14 feet of paving width, in any areas where the paving width is currentlyless than 14 feet within the existing right-of-way. The applicant shall obtain any necessarypermits for the required street improvements, and shall provide documentation of compliance
upon completion:

The PC finds the expert testimony of Mr. Weishar is credible and reliable. There is no evidence
submitted by the opponents that outweighs or contradicts this expert testimony. The City's streetdesign standards, adopted by the City Council, indicate that a 14' paving width will ensure unimpededemergency response.

Constitutional Findings for Required Improvement

It is in the public interest to have Oakleigh Lane consist of at least 14 feet of paving width within thededicated right of way in order to ensure unimpeded emergency response to the existing residents ofOakleigh Lane and the future occupants of the proposed PUD.

There is a nexus between the requirement to improve Oakleigh Lane to a minimum 14 feet and thepublic interest at issue. The adopted Design.Standards snd Guidelines for Eugene Streets, Sidewalks,Bikeways and Accessways provide minimum street standards for low volume residential streets such asOakleigh Lane. For streets with traffic volumes less than 750 vehicles per day, the Design Standardsand Guidelines allow for a minimum 14-foot travel lane. By requiring a minimum 14 feet of pavingwidth, the PC will ensure compliance with adopted minimum travel lane width and the provision ofunimpeded emergency response.

The requirement to improve Oakleigh Lane to 14 feet of paving within the dedicated right of way.isroughly proportional to the impact that the proposed development will have on the City's
transportation facilities. The proposed development will result in 29 new residential units. These
residential units will be accessible only from Oakleigh Lane. Currently, 25 lots, consisting of a mix ofresidential, general office and commercial zoning have structures that take access onto Oakleigh Lane;thus the additional 29 residential units will increase the number of structures that access Oakleigh Laneby over 100 percent. The construction of the new structures will result in an increase of vehiculartraffic onto Oakleigh Lane by approximately 168 new vehicular trips per day. See Trip Generation
Manual from Institute ofT~ansportation Engineers (ITE) for Residential Condo/Townhouses (Category230).

According to the survey submitted by the opponents, there is already 14 feet of paving within the
dedicated right of way for almost the entire length of Oakleigh Lane. The requirement to improve
Oakleigh Lane to 14 feet amounts to an improvement of very small fraction of the entire length ofOakleigh Lane. Given that the proposed PUD will generate an additional 168 new trips on OakleighLane, and given the small amount of improvement, if any, that will be necessary, the requirement toimprove Oakleigh Lane to a minimum of 14 feet within the right of way is roughly proportionate to the
impact the proposed development will have on the City's transportation facilities
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Based on these findings, conditions imposed by the HO, and the condition of approval added above,
the PC finds that the proposed development will comply with this criterion. :~

Fourth Assignment of Error: The Decision erred by finding the application met EC
9.8320(11)(b) "The PUD complies with all of the following...EC 9.6505Jmprovement-
Specifications (3)(b) Streets and Alleys, (4) Sidewalks, and (5) Bicycle Paths and Accessways

A. Sub-assignment of Error 4,A: the Decision erroneously found that Oakleigh Lane, which is
not only adjacent to, but also serves as the only vehicular access to and from the
development site, would be paved to the specifications in EC 9.6870 (or exempt).

B. Sub-assignment of Error 4.8: the Decision erroneously found that Oakleigh Lane, which is
not only adjacent to, but also is and will be used by pedestrians to and from River road
and to and from the public bike/ped path along the river, would provide sufficient
sidewalks that are located, designed and constructed according to the specifications in
Eugene Code and referenced standards.

C. Sub-assignment of Error 4.C: the Decision erroneously found that Oakleigh Lane, which is
not only adjacent to, but also is and will be used by bicyclists to and from River Road and
to and from the public bike/ped path along the river, would provide sufficient bike
accessways that are located, designed and constructed according to the specifications in
Eugene Code and referenced standards.

The PC finds that the HO did not err in finding compliance with EC 9.8320(11)(b). As confirmed under
the second assignment of error, the PC determines that the PW referral comments are not evidence of
a safety concern under existing or proposed conditions. The PC concludes that the conditions of
approval imposed by the HO for right-of-way dedication and irrevocable petitions sufficiently ensure
that the improvement standards at EC 9.6505 will be met, to the extent applicable for the portion of
Oakleigh Lane abutting the subject property. With regard to the local improvement process associated
with the irrevocable petitions, the PC finds that this is not an undue burden on the abutting property
owners. The PC further affirms that the development's traffic impacts are acceptable under the PUD
approval criteria. The HO findings on pages 33-50 are hereby incorporated by reference as further
evidence of compliance with the applicable criteria appealed under this assignment of error.

Fifth Assignmenf of Error: The Decision erred by finding the application met EC 9.8320(12)
"The proposed developmentshall have minimal o~}site impacts, including impacts such as
traffic, noise, stormwater runoff and environmental quality."

The PC finds that the HO properly interpreted the meaning of "minimal off-site impacts" and did not
err with regard to traffic impacts. The PC has previously determined, under the second assignment of
error, that the constitutional findings in the PW referral comments are limited to justification for a
proportional right-of-way exaction along the frontage of the subject property that would
accommodate future public street improvements. As such, the PC disagrees with appellant; these
findings cannot be taken out of context as asserted, to mean that traffic impacts would be so
substantial as to violate the requirements of EC 9.8320(12).
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The PC finds that the HO was correct in adopting the staff findings to address the traffic component ofEC 9.8320(12), in which Public Works staff confirmed that the development will have minimal off-sitetrafFic impacts. Public comments about the accident at the intersection of Oakleigh Lane and RiverRoad are not on the City's inventory of intersections with high crash ratings that would otherwisewarrant analysis to determine patterns that could be mitigated by infrastructure improvements. (HODecision, Page 50). The HO findings on pages 50-53 are hereby incorporated by reference as furtherevidence of compliance with the applicable criteria appealed under this assignment of error.

With regard to the design of the development, however, the PC finds that the allowance for reducedsetbacks along the north and west property lines does not have a "minimal off-site impact".The PCaddresses these concerns in the sixth assignment of error, below, which is incorporated by reference.With those findings and conditions that modify the HO's decision, the PUD will comply with EC9.8320(12).

Sixth Assignment of Error: The Decision erred by finding the application met EC 9.8320(13)"The proposed development shall be reasonably compatible and harmonious with adjacentand nearby land uses."

The PC generally agrees with the HO's findings of compliance under EC 9.8320(13), as addressed onpages 54-55 of his decision. The PC finds that the HO did not ignore or misinterpret the.evidenceregarding an accident on River Road at the intersection of Oakleigh Lane, and did not misinterpret therequirements of EC 9.8320(12) regarding "minimal off-site impacts" related to traffic. As also discussedunder the second and third assignments of error, the PC concludes that the HO did not err, based onthe available evidence that the traffic generated b.y the proposed PUD is acceptable under the approvalcriteria and does not warrant additional right-of-way beyond what has already been required.However, as discussed under the Third Assignment of Error above, the PC does add a condition ofapproval to require improvement of Oakleigh Lane to a minimum paving width of 14' within theexisting right-of-way, based on the additional testimony and evidence allowed on remand. The
Hearings Official was otherwise correct in adopting the related findings under EC 9.8320(12), withregard to arguments about traffic impact also made under EC 9.8320(13). As such, the PC concludesthat traffic generated from the PUD will be reasonably compatible and harmonious with adjacent andnearby land uses as required by EC 9.8320(13). The HO findings on pages 53-55 are hereby
incorporated by reference as further evidence of compliance with the applicable criteria appealedunder this assignment of error.

The PC finds, however, that the allowance for a substandard setback along the north property line.should be modified in order to ensure the development will be reasonably compatible and harmoniouswith adjacent and nearby land uses. The PC also finds that additional screening is necessary betweenthe development and surrounding properties. To address these concerns, the PC modifies the HO'sapproval to add the following condition:

• The final PUD plans shall show a building setback of 5 feet from the front property line along
the newly dedicated right-of-way boundary for Oakleigh Lane. A 10 foot setback shall be shown
along the remainder of the north property line, along the newly dedicated right-of-way for a
bike/pedestrian path. (See related Condition #3.)
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The PC finds that the applicant's proposed landscape plan (Sheet L2 of Exhibit PH-69) cannot be
accomplished with the required right-of-way dedication, as there is no future guarantee. that it would
not be removed upon future street improvements. The HO did not specifically address this conflict in
finding that the screening along the north property line would be sufficient to meet the approval
criteria. Further, the right-of-way dedications along the north line result in the abutting buildings being
too close to the future street, hammerhead, and access way improvements. For compatibility and
safety purposes, the PC finds that adequate screening should be provided within the expanded setback
areas along the north property line, therefore ensuring the continued existence.of the required
screening regardless of the timing for future street improvements.

With the additional setbacks afforded by the added condition of approval above, PC finds that
adequate landscape screening can be accomplished with some relatively minor, additional changes to
the applicant's site plans. Specifically, the applicant's proposal for screening vegetation and trees along
the western portion of the north property line is acceptable if moved south, outside of the dedicated
right-of-way, essentially implementing a modified version of the City's standard L-2 landscaping
requirements at EC 9.6210('2). The applicant's proposal for 4 trees in this area, including one on either
side of the entrance, with a low screen (hedge) to mitigate the impact of traffic and headlights and
create separation between the building and right-of-way, will provide adequate screening and
therefore ensure compatibility if implemented on the development site within the expanded 5-foot
setback along the newly_dedicated right-of-way for Oakleigh Lane. In addition, the requirement for
landscaping should extend along the remainder of the north property line, rather than reliance only on
the existing row of trees which are not on the development site, nor under the applicant's control. To.
address this concern, the PC modifies the HO's approval to add the following condition of approval:

The final PUD plans shall show landscaping along the north property line consistent with the
applicant's proposed landscape plan (Sheet L2 of Exhibit PH-69), but moved south within the
required 5-foot setback outside of the newly dedicated right-of-way for Oakleigh Lane. The
applicant shall also revise the site plans to show landscaping that meets the City's L=2 standard
at EC 9 ;6210, within the required 10-foot setback along the remainder of the north property
line, but without the requirement for additional canopy trees. As part of the final PUD
application, the applicant's arborist shall assess whether this landscaping would jeopardize the
health of the cedar trees to the north. If so, no landscaping shall be required.

The appellant also challenged the HO's condition of approval (see Condition #15 on page 64 of the HO
decision) regarding additional screening requirements along the south and east property lines, and
whether it needs more specificity to ensure compliance at the time of final PUD review. The PC agrees
that the HO should have included more specificity, beyond his requirement for a combination of
landscaping and fencing that would screen the buildings from view from adjacent properties.

Here, responding to arguments about the uncertainty and adequacy of the public process, and
deferring a determination of compliance to a later stage of review, the PC finds that the condition of
approval should be modified to specifically require the City's High Screen Landscape Standard (L-3) at
EC 9.6210(3), along a portion of the south boundary which abuts other single-family residential uses.
This modified requirement will provide for clarity and objectivity upon review at the final PUD stage,
while recognizing that the City's Type II application process for final PUD approval affords adequate
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public notice and opportunity for appeal. ,

Along the eastern boundary, however, the PC initially determined in its decision on appeal that theapplicant's original proposal to maintain open space in this area for views and connectivity toward theadjacent park property-and natural areas along the river is preferable, being more compatible andharmonious with the adjacent open space. As such, the, PC determined that the HO's additionallyrequired landscaping was not necessary along the east boundary to provide adequate screening orotherwise meet the PUD approval criteria. Based on these findings, the PC modified and replaced theHO's Condition #15 with the following:

a The final PUD plans shall show landscaping along the southern property boundary except alongthe length of the proposed wall (see related Condition #13) and the easternmost property linesegment (123.48 feet) where existing trees are shown on the applicant's plans. The requiredlandscaping shall meet the High Screen Landscape Standard (L-3) at EC 9.6210(3). Additionallandscape screening is not required along the eastern property boundary.

On appeal to LUBA, the PC's determination not to require landscape screening along the easternboundary.was the only substantive basis for its remand of the PC's decision. As part of the localremand proceedings, the PC has therefore determined that Condition of Approval #15 must now bemodified to strike the last sentence, and to add a condition of approval that will ensure "adequatescreening" in compliance with the PUD approval criteria at EC 9.8320(3.). The added condition willfurther ensure that the proposed development will be reasonably compatible and harmonious withadjacent and nearby land uses to the east, as required by EC 9.8320(13). The added condition ofapproval is as follows:

• The final PUD plans shallshow landscape screening along the eastern property boundary,
compliant with the landscape standards at EC 9.6200. More specifically, the landscaping
shall:

o Be located on the subject property outside (along the west boundary of) of the existing
public utility easement:

o. Be a minimum of 7 feet in width and comply with the Low-Screen Landscape Standard
(L-2) at EC 9.6210(2), for the portion to the south of Building 4 (beginning at its
southeast corner).

o Comply with either the High-Screen Landscape Standard (L-3) at EC 9.6210(3), or the
Partial Screen Fence Landscape Standard (L-5) at EC 9.6210(5), for the portion directly
adjacent to and north of Building 4 (beginning at its southeast corner).

A 10-foot wide opening is allowed (but not required) for a pathway connection to the east
as shown on the applicant's tentative plans near the southeast corner of the subject
property. At the northeast corner of the subject property, the landscape screening shall
terminate at the edge of the required right-of-way dedication for Oakleigh Lane.

The PC also finds that there needs to be a condition to ensure that the concrete wall along the westboundary includes vegetation, as proposed. Specifically, the applicant's proposal to plant "espaliered"trees along the outside face of the wall as a feature to help soften the appearance is acceptable, but
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should be required~as a condition of approval. In addition, while the HO allowed the applicant's
request for a reduced setback for the proposed wall to be located ornthe property line if the necessary
maintenance access easement is obtained from the adjoining owner (see Condition #13), the applicant `~'~y
indicated at the appeal. hearing that afive-foot setback would be provided and the PC concludes that
the setback is necessary to ensure compatibility. To address these concerns; the PC modifies the HO's
decision to replace Condition #13, with the following:

• The final PUD plans shall show the applicant's proposal for "espaliered" trees along the outside
face of the proposed concrete wall as a requirement. The required landscaping shall be the
responsibility of the owners) and maintained as a requirement of the PUD approval. Those
portions of the wall adjacent to unenclosed parking areas shall also be limited to 6 feet in
height. Plans shall also be revised to show a minimum 5-foot setback for the wall along the
west and south boundaries of the site. A reduced setback may be allowed for Building 6, so
long as the applicant obtains the necessary maintenance access easement from the adjoining
owner, incompliance with EC 9.2751(7), and all other conditions of approval are met.

With these additional findings and conditions of approval, the PC concludes that the approval criteria
at EC 9.8320(13) will be met. These requirements also address compliance with EC 9.8320(3) regarding
adequate screening, EC 9.8320(12) regarding minimal off-site impacts, and related modifications to
applicable standards allowed by the HO under EC 9.8320(11)(k).

Seventh Assignment of Error: The Decision erred by finding the application met EC 9.8320(3)
"The PUD will provide adequate screening from surrounding properties including, but not
limited to anticipated locations, bulk, and height.

The PC confirms that the PUD cannot rely on the cedar trees on adjacent lands to the north as
screening for the development because those trees are not within the development°s control. As
addressed previously, under the sixth assignment of error, the PC has modified the HO decision to
establish conditions of approval to ensure adequate screening along all property lines; those findings
and conditions are incorporated by reference to address this seventh assignment of error and EC
9.8320(3).

The PC further finds that the proposed "clustering" of dwellings includes a form of attached single-
family units in dispersed buildings, which minimizes the overall impact of the allowed R-1 density
which might occur in other multi-family designs (i.e. an apartment complex). Based on the available
evidence, the PC concludes that this is acceptable, as long as the proposed design otherwise meets the
PUD approval criteria. In this case, the proposal for "clustering" increases the size of each individual
building, but not in a way that offends the requirements for compatibility, screening, or overall
character of the area. The PC concludes that added conditions of approval noted above will provide
enough clarity to ensure adequate screening which will be implemented during the final PUD process,
involving adequate opportunity for public review and comment, as well as appeal provisions.

Except as modified above, the HO findings on pages 9-14 are hereby incorporated by reference as
further evidence of compliance with the applicable criteria appealed under this assignment of error.

Eighth Assignment of Error: The Decision erred by finding the application met EC
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9.832b(12J(a) "The PUD complies wifh EC 9.2000 through EC 9.3915 regarding lot dimensionsaqd density requirements for the subject zone."

A. Sub-assignment of Error S.A: the Hearings Official erred in his calculation of the nefdensity area pursuant to EC 9.2751...

B. Sub-assignment of Error 8.8: the Hearings Official erred in his understanding of theconcept of "clustering" under EC 9.8300(1J(eJ.

The PC finds that the HO did not err in his calculation of net density by not subtracting public easementareas, as asserted by the appellant. Even if these additional areas are subtracted from the net densitycalculation, stafF's analysis shows and PC affirms that the PUD complies with the net density allowancein R-1 zoning for 14 units per acre.

The PC finds that the HO did not err in his understanding of the concept of clustering under EC9.8300(1); however, as discussed previously under the sixth assignment of error, the PC finds thatthere appears to be sufficient open space within the development site to accommodate'the changesrequired by the PC, which will result in more clustering of the dwellings within the development site.As discussed under the sixth assignment of error, the PC is modifying the HO's decision to requireadditional setbacks and landscaping to ensure compliance. Here, as modified, those requirementsfurther the PUD purposes with regard to clustering of dwellings, and are therefore incorporated byreference. Except as modified above, the HO findings on pages 33-35 are hereby incorporated byreference as further evidence of compliance with the applicable criteria appealed under thisassignment of error.

Ninth Assignment of Error: The Decision erred by finding the application met EC 9.8320(11)(k)"All other ~plicable developmentstandards for features explicitly included in the applicationexcept where the applicant has shown that a proposed noncompliance is consistent with thepurposes set out in EC 9.8300 Purpose of Planned Unit Development: EC 9.2795 Solar SetbackStandards. "

The PC finds that the HO did not err in his interpretation of the solar setback standard and that he wascorrect in.granting an exception pursuant to EC 9.2795(3)(c)(.1) Exemptions to Solar SetbackRequirements, based on the right-of-way being required along the entire north property line. The HOfindings on pages 43-50 are hereby incorporated by reference as further evidence of compliance withthe applicable criteria appealed under this assignment of error.

Tenth Assignment of Error: The Hearings Official made a decision that was not supported bysubstantial, probative and reliable evidence in the whole record; and the Decision improperlyconstrued the applicable law."

A. Sub-assignment of Error 10.A: The HO errerd by not adequately considering thepreponderance of evidence and analysis in the "Constitutional findings for Exaction"produced by the Eugene Public Works Department (PWDJ.

B. Sub-assignment of Error 10.8: the Hearings Official erroneously found that Oakleigh Lane
Final Order: Oakleigh Meadows Co-Housing PUD (PDT 13-1)
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was not an "access lane."

C. Sub-assignment of Error 10.C: The Hearings Official used erroneous data for traffic counts
in on or more places..."

D. Sub-assignmentof Error 10. D: The Hearings Official erroneously allowed fhe
impermissible new and non-responsive evidence submitted by the applicant's
representatives on October 16, 2013, without pro~idinq an opportunity for opponents to
respond, despite the timely, written request by Paul Conte.

As addressed previously, the PC finds that the constitutional findings included in the staff report and
PW referral comments (Pages 2-4 of Exhibit PH-30) were adopted to justify exaction from the applicant
for that a portion of the subject property abutting the street. Those findings do not demonstrate that
Oakleigh Lane will be unsafe. In fact, other evidence in the record specifically supports a conclusion
that the street will be safe with the added findings and condition of approval to require a minimum 14'
paving width within the existing right-of-way of Oakleigh Lane (as discussed under the Third
Assignment of Error above), even with the anticipated increase in traffic generated from the proposed
PUD.

The PC affirms the HO's decision that Oakleigh Lane is glow-volume residential street under existing
and proposed conditions, as the street has not yet been designed and built to urban City standards and
the projected ADT is within the 250 to 750 range. The conditions imposed by the HO for right-of-way
dedication and irrevocable petition from the developer will ensure that the PUD contributes its
proportional share of the future local improvement. The PC finds the traffic generation to.be consistent
with the proposed residential use, which is within the permissible density range. As such, the PC agrees
with the HO that the traffic generated by the development is not "significant" within the context of EC
9.8320(12).

The PC finds that the various trip generation estimates provided in the record do not change the
determination that Oakleigh Lane is a toes-volume residential street. The PC finds that the HO did not
err in his conclusions that relied on ADT estimates, and the relevance of this alleged error is unclear in
the appeal statement as it does not identify any related approval criteria to which the argument
applies. The HO findings on pages 18-29 are hereby incorporated by reference as further evidence of
compliance under the approval criterion appealed under this assignment of error.

The PC finds that the HO was correct in allowing the applicant's October 16, 2013 submittals into.the
record, as they were responsive to evidence and argument submitted up to October 9, 2013, as
explained in the HO's decision. The PC also affirms the HO's Order Denying Reopening the Evidentiary
Record. The HO findings on pages 3-4 are hereby incorporated by reference as further evidence of the
open record appealed under this assignment of error.

IV. CONCLUSION

The Eugene Planning Commission has reviewed the record and the assignments of error in the appeal,
and has voted to modify and re-affirm the decision of the Hearings Official to conditionaliy approve the
tentative PUD for Oakleigh Meadows Co-housing (PDT 13-1). Additional findings and modified or added
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conditions of approval are provided in Section 111 of this Final Order; these +~e~-i#ie~ conditions of
approval are also included below for ease of reference. All other conditions imposed by the Hearings
Official remain applicable asset out in the Hearings Official's decision, which is adopted here by
reference and included as Attachment C.

Added Conditions of Aparoval:
The final PUD plans shall show abuilding-setback of 5 feet from the front property line along
the newly dedicated right-of-way boundary for Oakleigh Lane. A 10 foot setback shall be shown
along the remainder of the north property line, along the newly dedicated right-of-way for a
bike/pedestrian path. (See related Condition #3.)

The final PUD plans shall show landscaping along the north property line consistent with the
applicant's proposed landscape plan (Sheet L2 of Exhibit PH-69), but moved south within the
required 5-foot setback outside of the newly dedicated right-of-way for Oakleigh Lane. The
applicant shall also revise the site plans to show landscaping that meets the City's L-2 standard
at. EC 9.6210, within the required 10-foot setback along the remainder of the north property
line, but without the requirement for additional canopy trees. As part of the final PUD
application, the applicant's arborist shall assess whether this landscaping would jeopardize fihe
health of the cedar trees to the north. If so, no landscaping shall be required.

Priorto occupancy of any dwellings in the PUD, the applicant shall improve Oakleigh Lane to
ensure a minimum of 14 feet of paving width, in any areas where the paving width is
currently less than 1'4 feet within the existing right-of-way. The applicant shall obtain any
necessary permits forthe required street improvements, and sha11 provide documentation
of compliance upon completion.

• The final PUD plans shall show landscape screening along the eastern property boundary,
compliant with the landscape standards at EC 9.6200. More specifically, the landscaping
shall:

o Be located on the subject property outside (along the west boundary of) of the existing
public utility easement.

o Be a minimum of 7 feet in width and comply with the Low-Screen Landscape Standard
(L-2) at EC 9.6210(2), for the portion to the south of Building 4 (beginning at its
southeast corner).

o Comply with either the High-Screen Landscape Standard (L-3) at EC 9.6210(3), or the
Partial Screen Fence Landscape Standard (L-5) at EC 9.6210(5), for the portion directly
adjacent to and north of Building 4 (beginning at its southeast corner).

A 10-foot wide opening is allowed (but not required for a pathway connection to the east
as shown on the applicant's tentative plans near the southeast corner of the subject
property. At the northeast corner of the subject property, the landscape screening shall
terminate at the edge of the required right-of-way dedication for Oakleigh Lane.

Condition of Approval #13 (as modified/replaced):
e The final PUD plans shall show the applicant's proposal for "espaliered" trees along the outside
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face of the proposed concrete wall as a requirement. The required landscaping shall be the
responsibility of the owners) and maintained as a requirement of the PUD approval. Those
portions of the wall adjacent to unenclosed parking areas shall also be limited to 6 feet in <'"~
height. Plans shall also be revised to show a minimum 5-foot setback for the wall along the ~-
west and south boundaries ofthe site. A reduced setback may be allowed for Building 6, so
long as the applicant obtains the necessary maintenance access easement from the adjoining
owner, in compliance with EC 9.2751(7), and all other conditions of approval are met.

Condition of Approval #15 (as modified/replaced):
e The final PUD plans shall show landscaping along the southern property boundary except, along

the length of the proposed wall (see related Condition #13) and the easternmost property line
segment (123.48 feet) where existing trees are shown on the applicant's plans. The required
landscaping shall meet the High Screen Landscape Standard (L-3) at EC 9.6210(3).

Accordingly, PUD approval is hereby re-affirmed. The foregoing findings and conclusions are adopted
as the Revised Final Order of the Eugene Planning Commission on Remand from the Oregon Land Use
Board of Appeals: Oakleigh Meadows Co-housing PUD (PDT 13-1), this 5th day of October, 2015.

Kriste ice-Chair (On Behalf of John Jaworski, Chair)
Eugene Planning Commission

Attachment A: City Attorney Memo from Anne Davies, dated September 21, 2015
Attachment B: City Attorney Memo from Anne Davies, dated December 11, 2013
Attachment C: Hearings Official's Decision, dated November 12, 2013
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Land Use Board of Appeals
Public Utilities Building
775 Summer Street NE, Suite 330
Salem, Oregon 97301-1283

by first-class mail, postage prepaid. On the same date I served a true and

correct copy of the same, by first-class mail, postage prepaid, on the following
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940 Willamette Street, Suite 400
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Tel: (541) 686-9160
Attorney fog Intervenor-Respondent
Oakleigh Meadow Co-Housing, LLC,

Glenn Klein, OSB #83117
City Attorney's Office
125 East 8th Ave., 2nd Floor
Eugene, OR 97401
Tel: (541) 682-8447
Attorney for Respondent, City of
Eugene

Paul Conte
1461 W.10th Ave.
Eugene, OR 97402
Tel: (541) 344-2552
Petitioner Paul Conte, Pro se

Nena Lovinger
40093 Little Fall Creek Road
Fall Creek, OR 97438
Tel: (541) 741-3 625
Intervenor-Respondent, Pro se
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